Shared Matches in Ancestry DNA
Looking at your Shared Matches in Ancestry is another important part of your analysis of your DNA results.
By now, you should have gone through your ‘Common Ancestors’, checking that you agree with the
relationships suggested by Ancestry and recording which side of the family tree each is on, and what their
relationship is to you. Then you can set up your colour groups and start attaching colours to each common
ancestor.
You may also be aware of your relationship with some other of your matches, which may not be labelled as
common matches because either they don’t have a tree at all on Ancestry, or because they haven’t gone as far
back as your common ancestor. These people can also be attached to the relevant group.
Then we move on to Shared Matches. When you click on the name of your closest match with whom you
know your relationship (apart from a sibling), a page will open which gives you more detail about that match
and you will see the tab for shared matches:

Click on this tab and you will get a list of all those DNA matches who match you and the person you are looking
at:

Jeremiah will now know that all these shared matches with Jane Waugh are on his mother’s side of the tree,
because that’s where Jane originates. He can therefore go through those matches and mark them all as
‘Mother’s side’ even though he may not know their exact relationship to him. However, the possibilities are
now narrowed down to one side of his tree and he can look for the 4 surnames of his maternal great
grandparents if his matches have provided a family tree.
If you have had a parent who has tested, then this is where to start, as you will immediately be able to label as
‘Mother’s Side’ or ‘Father’s Side’ all the shared matches with that parent.
If your closest match is a cousin rather than a parent, then pick another close matched cousin whose
relationship you know, and check out their shared matches, labelling any that you haven’t yet identified.
It’s possible that when you click a person’s Shared Matches tab, you’ll see a message that you two have no
shared matches. It simply means that no other cousins who share DNA with both you and this match have
tested—yet. Check back frequently for new matches.
You could also have cousins who match on both sides of your tree
A word of warning! Just because you and another person have a Shared Match, doesn’t mean that all three of
you have the same segment of DNA. In other words, you all don’t necessarily have the same common
ancestor. Why?
•
•
•
•

You’re A, and you match B. You and B have a Shared Match with C.
You match B because your Dad is first cousins with B’s Mum.
You match C because your Mum is second cousins with C’s Dad.
But B matches C because B’s Dad is cousin to C’s Mum!

In this case, you share a DNA segment with B and a different DNA segment with C, and B and C share yet a
third DNA segment. All the shared matches tool tells you is that A and C match each other and both A and B
match C. This is where GEDmatch can help and we’ll look at this later in the DNA project.
Have a look at this video about Ancestry Shared Matches from Family History Fanatics!
https://youtu.be/ffJ_k34eIEE

For those of you who are more advanced, you might find this video on sub-clustering your shared matches to
be of use: (Those who are just starting out shouldn’t watch this one yet!)
https://youtu.be/6ApidzEyA_k

